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A Message from our (Acting) Chair
Welcome to the second newsletter for the Department
of Health, Aging and Society. It arrives as the second
term of the academic year winds down, but also at a
time when we have been able to place a far firmer foot
back on McMaster campus, and working and student
life has begun to feel a little like how it felt back in
2019 before this pandemic began. The departmental
office is now open on a daily basis, most teaching
is now conducted in person, and bumping into each
other in the departmental corridors is becoming far
more commonplace.
I’d like to thank everyone for their understanding,
patience and considerable efforts over the past
two years; people have worked exceptionally well
together as challenges have presented themselves
one-by-one. I have already said this on a number of
occasions but, during the peak of the pandemic, our
department emerged as one of the most solutionorientated departments in the faculty, if not the
University. This has been recognized by officialdom,
and to hear it from senior administrators is nice.
Hopefully we can look forward to an easier future
and start to focus on the work and personal things
of our own choosing. It will be interesting to see
what aspects of our pandemic-era working and
student lives are retained to some extent. Indeed,
the University and Faculty will surely be thinking
about the innovations and technologies that can be
retained to some degree including future possibilities
for blended teaching and remote work.
Another situation currently unfolding is the war
and concurrent humanitarian crisis in Ukraine. I
am encouraged to hear about the initiatives that
students, faculty and staff from across the university
are creating and supporting. At the time of writing,
the situation is new and rapidly evolving, but by
the time you read this I will have a far clearer idea
of what people in the department are doing and/or
think we should do in future. I will certainly keep

you updated on this topic. It goes without saying
that, as compassionate individuals with professional
interests in the health and wellbeing, this war is a
concern to us all.
The pandemic and conflict aside – if that is
possible - there have been many achievements and
developments in the department since the autumn,
as the pages of this newsletter will show. I don’t
want to spoil the various news items that follow,
but they include welcoming Dr Anthea Innes as
Professor and Gilbrea Chair in Aging and Mental
Health, some well-attended talks, a successful
PhD defense, new publications and grants, and a
whole range of honors, recognitions and awards.
Our achievements/developments also include some
impending promotions that I can’t quite officially
announce yet but will do very shortly. We should
all be proud.
I will be finishing my term as Acting Chair at the
end of June and Jim Dunn will return to start his
second full term as Chair. It’s been a pleasure and
honor to keep the seat warm, and I thank everyone
for their understanding as I have navigated the
role (a role that does not come as naturally to me
as sitting in my office thinking about the nature of
space). I have to say that occupying the Chairs office
has been quite entertaining as Jim’s bookshelves
contain every theory book on space and cities that
a 1990s graduate geography student would have
been required to read (indeed he owns a lot of David
Harvey). I know that Jim has plans when he returns.
We recently returned the departmental response to
our IQAP review, and now seems like a good time to
take stock, think about our core areas of research
and teaching and also revisit some of our programs
to see if any tweaks/updates are necessary. Details,
I am sure, will follow.
In terms of impending events, significantly Lori Ewing
will be retiring in May after twenty-five years of
service at McMaster. Read on for more information
about Lori’s contribution to HAS.

As for myself and my
family, my son Justin
is now in high school
(can you believe, he
wasn’t even born
when I started as
inaugural chair in
2006 – we used to
take him to Senior
Class Assistants
appreciation lunches in a
carry-cot). San is doing well
and is still a community-based child and adolescent
mental health nurse. She recently developed a course
for nursing at McMaster in Northern community
health. I’m looking forward to seeing my UK family
again this summer. I used to go back ‘home’ at least
twice a year, but I haven’t been back in over two and
half years. I’m also looking forward to going to an
international academic conference for the first time
in a long time (in Edinburgh, Scotland hopefully). For
me, and I suspect for many of us, conferences were
always an important part of an academic job, and
being part of an academic discipline/community. In
terms of specific research, I’m always diddling, and
I have persuaded Meridith Griffin to attend some
spin classes so that we can write a paper together
about how spinning defies main societal notions of
speed. I have already started attending specialty
“full tilt” classes. The stationary bikes lean as the
participants pretend to go around imaginary corners.
I am however a little worried about my centre of
gravity and the possibility of tipping my machine
over. Cycling without centrifugal force is the kind of
risk one has to take for non-representational theory.
I wish you every success in, and good health for, the
spring and summer of 2022. I hope you have time to
relax, and perhaps travel. Once again, congratulations
on your achievements and thank you for your efforts.
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

IN THE NEWS

Missed our last #HASTalks sessions?
You can now watch them on our
YouTube channel.

• HAS Acting Chair and professor of Health Aging and Society,
Gavin Andrews was awarded a prestigious Doctor of Science
(D.Sc.), by the University of Nottingham on December 8th 2021.

https://bit.ly/3luNUhz

• Post-Doctoral Fellow Kaitlin Wynia-Baluk, was featured in the
Conversation

• Dr. Rachel Zhou - Acceleration,
contestation, and interconnection:
“Vaccine nationalism” through a
global lens

• HAS Chair, and CHEC Director, Jim Dunn featured in the Globe and
Mail article “Housing advocates push for increased regulation of
Canadian Landlords”

• Dr. Laura Funk - Unpacking the
complexity of public preferences for
and beliefs about dying at home in
Canada (co-hosted with the Gilbrea
Centre)

• Industry Professor, Health Aging & Society, Stephen Pomeroy was
featured in the Conversation
• Chelsea Gabel was included in the Federation for the Humanities
and Social Sciences Report “THINK BIG: How the social sciences
and humanities are building a better Canada”

• Dr. Janna Klostermann - At the
limits of care: How women negotiate
moral, gendered responsibilities in
our aging society (co-hosted with
the Gilbrea Centre)

• Dr. Mat Savelli discusses slowing down and reflecting on what
you are doing and why on Bounce McMaster podcast
• HAS faculty member Michel Grignon is one of the 2021 Graduate
Student Recognition Awards recipients. Michel was awarded the
President’s Award for Excellence in Graduate Supervision.

• Dr. Rachel Herron - Safe places
for aging and care? Exploring
violence in care for older adults (cohosted with the Gilbrea Centre)

• Kristine Espiritu, Administrative Assistant for the Graduate
Program in the department, is also a recipient of the 2021
Graduate Student Recognition Awards. Kristine was awarded the
GSA Award for Contributions by Non-Academic Staff:

• Dr. Jennifer Walker - Indigenous
Health and Dementia

HASSA Updates
The Health Aging and Society
Student Association (HASSA) is
a student-led club that focuses on
discussing the issues of health and
aging while connecting students,
faculty and professors to networks
and explore different opportunites
thorughout the community.
PAST EVENTS:
• Meet your professors and TA online
event (September 2021)
• Painting Night (November 2021): a
social event where students from

•
•
•

•

all levels met in person for the first
time and relaxed while painting.
Christmas Cards for Hamilton
Seniors (December 2021)
Black History Month Social Media
Posts (February 2022)
Networking Night (March 2022):
HASSA participated in Career Crawl,
an event where students, alumni
and individuals in related fields
chated and discussed HAS.
Choose Your Major Event (March
2022): an event that focused on
helping first years decide what they

will major in HAS.
UPCOMING EVENTS:
• More HASSA chats and events
depending on in-person restrictions
CONTACT:
INSTAGRAM: @hassa_gram
FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.
com/groups/healthandaging/about
EMAIL US: hassa@themsss.com

NEW GRANTS
Congratulations to the following
people on their new grants:
Age, power, and partnership:
Intergenerational relations in
formal student, staff, and faculty
partnerships.
Due to population aging, Canadian
demographics are changing, including
student demographics. The effects
of this demographic shift among
post-secondary students not only
impacts classroom teaching, but
also extracurricular activities. One
such extracurricular program is
the Student Partners Program, for
which McMaster University is an
international leader. There is a paucity
of research that has examined the age
relations amongst formal studentstaff-faculty partnerships. Therefore,
the objective of this research is to
examine how students’, staffs’ and
faculties’ ages influence power
and relational dynamics in formal
educational partnerships.
Harvey, K. (Principal Investigator) &
Hatzifilalithis., S., (Co-Investigator)
Age, power, and partnership:
Intergenerational
relations
in
formal student, staff, and faculty
partnerships. Social Science and
Humanities Research Council, (SSHRC
Explore) - Standard Research and

Research Creation Grants, McMaster
University.
CHEC
Affordable
Housing
Supply Monitor. Housing Supply
Challenge: Data Driven - Data
solutions for informed decisionmaking.
2021-2022 Canada Mortgage and
Housing
Corporation
(CMHC).
$1,749,527. Dunn, J.R. (Principal
Investigator), Chiang, F., Pomeroy,
S. (Co-Is). CHEC Affordable Housing
Supply Monitor. Housing Supply
Challenge: Data Driven - Data
solutions for informed decisionmaking.
Aging in Data
Aging in Data, a SSHRC Partnership
Grant,
brings
together
an
interdisciplinary network of scholars
and community-based activists
and organizations to research
the intersections of age studies,
communications/media studies and
critical data studies.
Sawchuk, K. (PI) and Co-Applicants:
Hebblethwaite, S., Grenier, L.,
Fernández-Ardèvol, M., Nimrod, G.,
Taipale, S., Khalili-Mahani, B., Marier,
P., Middleton, C., Crow, B., Peine, A.,
Chivers, S., Dalmer, N. K. (McMaster
Lead), de Schutter, B., Biruk, C.,

Katz, S., Redden, J., Lagacé, M.,
Kreibernegg, U., Marshall, B., Lopez
Gomez, D., Lafontaine, C., Chazan, M.,
Karadkar, U., McKelvey, F., Jiwani, Y.,
Loos, E., Hjorth, L., Jennings, R., Ivan,
L., Maierhofer, R., Ratzenböck, B.,
Martin, W., & Phillips, N. (2021-2028).
Aging in Data. SSHRC Partnership
Grant. $2,500,000.
With Their Own Eyes, in Their
Own Words: Exploring Older
Women’s Use and Understanding
of Women’s Magazines
Lead by Dr. Dana Sawchuk (Wilfrid
Laurier University), this Insight
Development Grant “Exploring Older
Adults’ Engagement with Public
Libraries for Magazine Access and
Reading” seeks to understand the
relationships between public libraries
and magazine reading among older
adults before and during the COVID-19
pandemic.
Sawchuk, D. (PI), & Dalmer, N. K. (CoI). (2021-2022). With Their Own Eyes,
in Their Own Words: Exploring Older
Women’s Use and Understanding of
Women’s Magazines. SSHRC Insight
Development Grant. $47,630.

Award Announcements
Congratulations to Sarah Adjekum who
is one of the successful recipients of the
Wilson Leadership Scholar Award, an
intensive leadership development program.

Community and McMaster Womanists,
New Generation Youth Centre, the Good
Shepherd, Mad Student Society Hamilton,
and McQueston Community Centre.

Sarah Adjekum is a Health & Society PhD The Ronald Bayne Gerontology Award
student, practicing social worker, and was established in 1999 by Barbara Bayne
author of multiple op eds. Her community- to honour Dr. Ronald Bayne’s valuable
based participatory research looks at the contribution to the study of Gerontology at
phenomenon of displacement trauma and McMaster University.This award is given to
how it impacts the wellbeing of migrants Social Sciences and Humanities graduate
and refugees. She has served on the boards students conducting research in the field of
of Hamilton’s Social Planning and Research aging.
Council and OPIRG McMaster, and worked
to reduce barriers through the Hamilton The E.B. Ryan Scholarship was established

in 1997 using funds raised by a performance
of the play “Letter from Wingfield Farm” and
is for Social Sciences and Health Sciences
graduate students conducting research in
the field of aging.
Applications for both the Ronald Bayne and
E.B. Ryan awards were due December 3rd
and an announcement of the winners will be
made shortly.
Interested in applying for these awards? All
award information is located at:
https://gilbrea.mcmaster.ca/gilbrea#n20

SUCCESSFUL DEFENSES
Congratulations to the following students who have
successfully defended their PhD:
Stephanie Hatzifilalithis
April 10, 2022

living arrangement through a critical realist lens. She
sheds light on features of contemporary society that
impact intergenerational realities and suggests ways to
better discuss and debate intergenerational ideas and
how they are related to aging, the field of gerontology,
and older people. Since defending, Stephanie has been
offered a MIRA Postdoctoral fellowship, supervised by
Dr. Nicole Dalmer in the Department of Health, Aging,
and Society, and will be working with Professor Innes
at the Gilbrea Centre for Studies in Aging.

Stephanie’s
dissertation
aims to understand how
contemporary
conditions,
such as population aging, may
influence
intergenerational
******
relations. She examines conceptual understandings, Alicia Powell
social influences, and examines how participants of an October 14, 2020
intergenerational co-housing program experience their

Podcast
Hosted by Cynthia
Belaskie and Robbie
Brydon, The Best
Evidence Podcast
features some of the
leading thinkers in
Canada and around
the world. They take
a deep dive into cutting-edge research to provide fresh,
evidence-based insight on issues that impact Canadians
today. The podcast is available on Apple Podcasts,
Spotify, Amazon music or listen via the McMaster Institute
for Health Equity website at: https://mihe.mcmaster.ca/
podcast/
Latest episodes include:
•
•
•

Does Evidence Influence Policy? With Molly
Harrington and Norm Helfand
LGBTQ2 Vulnerability In Housing With Kenna
McDowell
Preventing Evictions in Community Housing With
Damian Collins

CHEC NEWSLETTER
CHEC (Canadian Housing Evidence Collaboration) has
released their Winter 2022 newsletter. Learn more
about:
•
•

COVID 19 and Housing
Canadian Housing Network Research Emerging
Scholars
• Spotlight on Gender and Housing
• Upcoming Events and more
Read it at: https://chec-ccrl.ca/

Research Spotlight
The goal at ARMS (Advanced Research on
Mental Health and Society) is to provide a hub for
interdisciplinary collaboration amongst academics,
students, and community members. We are dedicated
to bring together some of the brightest minds to advance
our understanding of individual and societal mental
health and well-being. ARMS aims to lead the way
for mental health research in the social sciences for a
safer and healthier tomorrow. Our innovative approach
to mental health focuses on the structural and societal
aspects of mental health rather than pathological
understandings of mental disorders.
ARMS core members are involved with independent
research projects on mental health, wellness, and
society that are consistent with the vision of ARMS.
They participate in knowledge exchange, mobilization,
translation, and dissemination and aid with pedagogical
efforts, including teaching, mentorship, advising, and
preparing/distributing teaching materials.
Pillar projects include:
• The Family-Friendly Community Resources for
Better Health and Well-Being Project (FFCR-BWH)
• The World Health Organization World Mental
Health International College Student Survey Initiate
(WMH-ICS)
• Psychoactivity for Sale
• Seeing the Individual, Treating Society: Social
Psychiatry in Communist Yugoslavia (1945-1991)
• The Ethics and Social Relations of Undesirability:
Exploring the Experiences of Immigration Detention
and Deportation for Canadian Immigrants with
Histories of Mental Health Issues
• Grief, Memorials, and Loss Through COVID-19:
Resources for Caring while Physical Distancing

For more info visit: https://socialsciences.mcmaster.
ca/advanced-research-on-mental-health-and-society

THE GILBREA CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN AGING
The Gilbrea Centre for
Studies in Aging has had
a busy fall and winter
semester full of virtual
programming and has
begun its gradual return
to campus after working
remotely due to COVID.
In Fall 2021, Gilbrea
celebrated its 10-year
anniversary by releasing
a
commemorative
newsletter
which
reflected back on the
many accomplishments
of the Centre and
extended gratitude for
the many contributions
and support of our
members over the last
decade (read it here).
With leadership of Acting
Director Meridith Griffin
(July 2021-July 2022)
and Associate Director

Nicole Dalmer, the
Gilbrea Centre supported
8 external research
projects, acquired 2 new
community
partners,
hosted a seminar by Dr.

Kim Lopez (University
of Waterloo), and cohosted seminars with
HAS presented by Dr.
Laura Funk (University
of Manitoba), Dr. Janna
Klostermann
(Brock
University) and Dr.
Rachel Herron (Brandon
University). This year’s
seminar series theme
was Critical Explorations
of Care in an Aging

Society.
Check out the Gilbrea
Centre YouTube channel
to view recordings from
our seminars here.
Take a look at our 2021
Knowledge Mobilization
Summary
which
showcases our social
media footprint and year
in review here.
Visit
https://gilbrea.
mcmaster.ca/ for more
information on the
Centre or email gilbrea@
mcmaster.ca if you have
any questions.
Twitter: @gilbreacentre
Phone: 905-525-9140
ext. 24449

Karl Kinanen Student Research Scholarship
The Gilbrea Centre is excited to announce the inaugural recipients of the Karl Kinanen
Student Research Scholarship. This scholarship is awarded annually to 1 undergraduate
student ($1500) and 1 graduate student ($3000) from the Department of Health, Aging
and Society who, through their research, is dedicated to improving the quality of care of
older adults, and to help people stay connected in the Hamilton Community.
The Karl Kinanen Undergraduate Scholarship was awarded to Bria Mitrovica from
the Department of Health, Aging and Society, who is conducting work on a project
titled “Aging in Place with Public Libraries: Mobilizing Social Infrastructure for Social
Inclusion”. This project aims to give voice to older patrons’ understandings of the
library’s role in their everyday lives and bring attention to public libraries as a platform
which positively impacts older adults’ feelings of social isolation and well-being.
The Karl Kinanen Graduate Scholarship was awarded to Amanda Bull from the
Department of Health, Aging and Society. With help from this scholarship, Amanda will
be exploring the lived experiences of older adults who face ageism in the workplace and
contribute to the current knowledge gap on this topic. The goal is to not only shed light
on these issues but inform equity, diversity and inclusion practices and policies that
tend not to include age-related issues.
The Gilbrea Centre looks forward to supporting these research projects and sharing
project deliverables and outputs. To learn more, visit: https://gilbrea.mcmaster.ca/
gilbrea

SABBATICAL UPDATES
Dr. James Gillett will be
on sabbatical from July 1,
2022 to June 30, 2023.
Dr. Randy Jackson will be
on sabbatical from July 1,
2022 to June 30, 2023.
PERSONNEL
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Colleen Brown has
been covering Danielle
Schumacher’s one-year
parental leave since
November 2021 as the
Administrative Assistant
for the Undergraduate
Wel Program in the department.

FOLLOW US
Twitter:
@McMasterHAS
YouTube:
https://bit.ly/3luNUhz

SUBSCRIBE
“In the News” is an
electronic newsletter
published by the
Department of Health,
Aging & Society and
available by subscription
or on the HAS website.
If you would like to
subscribe, send an e-mail
to hasdept@mcmaster.
ca. The newsletter will be
released twice a year.
Attention HAS faculty/
students!
Want your work featured in
our newsletter?
Email:
hasdept@mcmaster.ca

SAYING GOODBYE
Lori Ewing will be retiring in May
after twenty-five years of service
at McMaster. Lori started off as a
coordinator in Political Science. After
that she became the lead administrator
for the new Health Studies program. And
in 2006 she started her current role as
the departmental administrator for the
then new Department of Health, Aging
and Society. We would like to thank Lori
for her service and wish her all the best
in the future, whatever she decides to do.
The department doors will always be
open to Lori, and we will look forward
to her visiting us when she is close by.

NEW BEGINNINGS
Kristine Espiritu has accepted the
position of Academic Department
Administrator for Health, Aging and
Society, and will be taking over from
Lori. Kristine has been with us since
February 2008 as Graduate Coordinator,
a role she has excelled at over the
years. Kristine has already ‘tested the
water’ for her new position, as she was
Acting Department Administrator from
September to December last year. She
will formally move into her new position
on April 25th . Congratulations Kristine;
very well deserved.

CONTACT US:
Department of Health, Aging & Society
Kenneth Taylor Hall Room 226
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L8S 4M4
(905) 525-9140 ext. 27227
https://healthagingandsociety.mcmaster.ca/
General and Undergraduate Program: hasdept@mcmaster.ca
Graduate Program Inquiries: espirit@mcmaster.ca

By the Year 2020, 20% of Canada’s population will be over 65 years of age. As we move into the
21st Century, health and aging issues have become more complex, more important, and more
challenging for individuals, institutions, and societies around the world.

